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Given a non-negative integer 11, does there exist a 3-w1ent 
the coun:ries of are precisely 3 digons and h hex.agons 
nel [ 1, 21 three-quarters of a century ago (and 
evitch [ 13, 14 seems to be of only marginal 
vcr, when the estion and its 21 .ww- are viewed 
in the context of related results, there appear to be several remarkable 
aspects to them. The present paper is dewted to a co.mp ete solution of 
this question and of some related ones, and to a surve f several direc- 
tions of future research that have been brou s by these re- 
he authors are indebted to witch for several ve 
having as countries precisrl:ly 3 digons and h hexagons if and only if 
11 = $ + _X)’ + yz -- _ t for suitable non-negative integers x and y with 
x2 =)- ,,a > 0. 
‘fhr&ghout the paper we shall 1~ i ;nterested only in planar mdti- 
that & “graphs” in whick anO iple edges and loops rnr] bc 
e shal! reserve ,the word gap! for kdp-Free mrrltigraphs with- 
le edges. All the multigraph: Gonsidered will be finite and 
connected, so ‘we shall in g,eneral not rt :Jeat these Pssumptions. For a 
ultit:raph G we shall denote by J+ = ,p P (G) the number of j-gonaf coun- 
tyies (faces) of sl;, forj = 1, ‘I!, 3, . . . IX iI1 vertices of G have valence k, 
vie shaii call G a k-valent f~#p. For k-v;Jent maps it fo’iEows easily from 
Euter’s relation that 
) C dX+&--kj)pi=4k 
The caseb k = 3,4, 6 #of equation (Ek ! art‘ of special interest since then 
the equ-iticzn does not effectively in\ olve pg, 114 or p3, respectively. 
e shall say that a (Cnite) sequer.f:e (!I~, p2, . . . . p,) of non-negative 
rs is k-redizablc provided there exists a k-valent map G such that 
= pi for ;811 j; each such G is a k-wuhwtian of the sequence. 
kar that equation (Ek) is a riccessary condition for the k-realiza- 
ility of a sequence ( pt, p2, . _. , p,). On the other hand, it is easy to see 
) is no~ sufficient for the k-realizability of a given sequence; for 
T the sequence ( p4 = 6, p6 = 1, pi = 0 for j it 4,6) satisfies (ES 
easily seen not to be 3-realizable. As remarked above, if k = 3, 
does not involve ~j(~ ), where j( 3) = 6, j(4) = 4 and j( 6) = 3, 
able to try to establish the following result: 
berhard). If k = 3,4 or 6, arrd if a sequence (pl, . . . , p,,) 
), then Hwre Iexissfs 2 k-wdtw~ map G such tha6 pi (G) = pj 
were first given by 
iI, Griinbtwn, J. ZQ~S, The existence @f cermh planar mps 95 
CasepI =p2 = 0 but with the more stringent requirement that the multi- 
graph G be a 3-connected grayh. .Wually, Eberhard established that C 
may be chosen as the graph of a convex polyhedron in 3-space; but by 
Steinitz’s theorem (see [ 18 1 or the references in [ 9, Section I .2]) those 
are precisely the 3-connected planar graphs. A more accessible proof of 
Eberhard’s theorem may be found in 17, Section 13.31, while a survey 
of related results and references to the literature form Section L3 of [9:. 
In view of the existential character of Theorem 1 k, it may be inquire 
what are the values of pjtkI for which an otherw& $ven sequence is k- 
realizable. in case k = 3, the following results de _;ibe the situation: 
Theorem 2. If the saqticnw ( pj) satisfies eytlatiun 1 Es) and if p, = p2 
=p3 =p4 = 0 whilep6 > 8 F then ( pj ) is 3-w&zac5k. 
The pat&r I found in Theorem 3 is not exceptional? as is shown by the 
following: 
For a proof of Theorem 2 see [ 81. Theorem 3 was first proved in [ 101; 
it is a special case of a conjecture of Eberhard [ 31 which was in the gener- 
al formulation first established by Motzkin [ 1 S]. Motzkin’s result has 
since been; greatly extended; see, for t;xample, [ 51. The result of Theorem 
From the last three theorems it appears that the chances for the 3-real- 
izability of a given sequence satisfying equation (E3) 2nd 
are gre;kter if there are no “small” faces, and decre use i
n is su 
96 
Thecrems 3 and 5 may Ibe considered as answers to two cases of the 
following problem: What :tre the k-realizable sequences in which pr + 0 
for only 2 valuec, of j. one of which is j(k)? As is easily seen, for k = 3, 
c cases that need ble considered are ~tp~~ = 12, or p4 = 6, or p3 = 4, or 
P;~ = 3; the fiipst wo are investigated i f IO]. together with the above 
Theorem 3 that solves the third. For k f.1 4 the possible cases are p 
and p2 = 4. Ii is easily verified f7, p. 2PJ that the set- 
p4, pj = 0 for j + 3,4) is 4-realizable if and only if pll 7~ I. Concerning 
the other case we have: 
For Sk = 6 the only, possibilities are t_“2 = 6 and p, = 3. We have: 
t and to consist onl!,,f of digons and hexagons. 
97 
N 
boundw of an n-pat& of E consists of 4n + 2 edges which form two 
Petrie-arcs of 2vr + 2 edges each, that join and have in common the two 
special edges of the patch; moreover, an n-patch of II contains precisely 
n(n + 1) hexagons. In zi Svalent planar map we ca!l n-patch any submap 
isomorphit:: to an n-patch of H 
In any n-,ap 6, each connected ccmponent of the common boundary 
of two non-overlapping patches is a etrie-arc, the last edges of’ which are 
special edgc;s either both of the sane patch (arc of type (a)), or one of 
tch (arc of type 
Fig. 2. 
roof. Assume, if possible, that the intersection of the boundaries of an 
&patch aknd anon-overlapI:bing &patch has more than one co :ponent. 
en each of those composPents roust k~rc of type (8) since tire presence 
omponent of type (a) would forze ejne of n’, n” to be stricl:ly 
r th.an the other, and both special sdges of the smaller patcnh would 
be used IPB by that component. T%erOo~e the intersection af the bound- 
arks of t,he two patches consists of twt @t&-arcs of type Ip),, and one 
of the two! topological discs that form f tt complement of the union of 
the two jJaitches consists only of hex?gf, ns. If that disc is called D, it foH- 
m the way D was fi3rmed that t IK bcvmdary of D consists of two 
Petrie-arks joined in such a manner as t(: yield 3 unused edges 
away from D near each joining point. kfining the leftr-ldss A(S) of an 
oriented simple circuit S in a map G to be the excess of the number of 
ges of G branching off from S to the right over the number of those 
thing off to the left (compare I Oj), it follows that X(S) = 2 4 if S 
boundary of D. But on the other hand it is easily checked that for 
tk br;:lndary S of any topological disc, composed of hexagons only we 
have X(S) := + 6. <This follo,ws by indr ction from the observation that if 
S, 2nd S2 are the poMvely oriented + loundaries of topological disc f?, 
and D2 in any 3-talent planar map, a:xld if D, w Dz is a topological disc 
with positive:ly oriented boundary S, then X:S) = X(S,) + X(S,) “-- 6. For 
ifferent proof, based olrl the Eukr c-elation, see [ 13, Theorem 4.31.) 
e contmdiction reached completes the proof of the lemma. 
e turn! now ts the actual proof of Theorem 5. We shall first assume 
that a map G is given, and show that the number p6 of hexagons in G is 
of the form indicated in Theorem .5. f G does not contain three nqn- 
s, then it is easil verified that G is isomorpllic to 
ii:. 3; they correspond (one-to-one) to the pairs 
8. GGdm4m, J. Zaks, The exrstence c3.f certain plana- maps 99 
Fig. 4. 
(x, u) = ( 1, O), ( 1,l) and c2,O). Therefore we shall from now on assume 
that the three digons of G belong to three non-overlapping l-patches. 
Let three maximal non-overlapping patches of C be H,, H, and H,; 
let Hj be an nj-patch, r2] _ r I, an3 let P’ denote the intersection of Hi and 
kfk. i Jc: .j St: k # i. Then at most one Pi is empty, and by the lemma each 
non-empty Pi is a Petri*arc. 
We consider three cases. 
Ciase I. P,, P2 and P3 meet at a vertex V of @ (compare Fig. 4). Then 
all P” are of type (fi>, and thius the last edge of Pi must be the special edge 
csfH i+t (understanding the subscripts mod 3). Therefore PZ~ h ~2/+~ and 
henceq =n2 =n3 = ~2. It fallows that p6 =3n(n+l)=x2+xy+y2 --! 
for x = PI + 1, _y = n. Thus pg (C) in Case 1 satisfies the ccnc 
Theorem 5. (The map in Fig. 3(a) may be interpreted as co 
to the *‘degenerate” case n = 0.) 
CIzse 2. The three Pi are njon-empty, but no point belongs to ;itll three 
(compare Fig. 5). The Petrie-arcs P” must all be of ty e (/?) since other- 
B. Gtinbaum, J, Zaks, The existmc’c of certain ptanw maps 
aundary of the triarc along a single arc, it follows (for example, by in- 
n) that the lengths of thy 3 Petl:k-arcs must be the same. If that 
., k hexal:ons on a side), then the Petrie-trkc con- 
‘) hexagons. (The somewhat t.u;ceptbnal case k = 1 ccms 
e! of the patches Hj on the Petrie- 
may be in one of the two n i=equJvalent forms indicated in Figs. 
a& 7 (or the mirrlar i 6)* i_!le numbers of edges in the various 
arcs are indicated lby the lower-case l&tcrs in the drawings. (The two 
b 
~~inbaur?~, J. Zaks, 7%e existence of certain planar maps 
Fig. 3. 
fcwms clearly coincide if c = d = e = 0.) In the case illustrzkd in Fig. 6 
we have the relations 
2P11 =ill+d=bQ, 
31 2 =oe=b+d, 
*n3 =~tf=~++. 
TErlereforea=b=2K_rO,c=d=e=2n- X, andq =n2=n3=n,so 
thatp6(~)=3nCn;1)+2fk:_‘)=x2+x)l+~~2-I forx=ra+ f 9~ 
y = tz -- k, in accordance witfn the asserrion of Theorem 5. (It ma)! be ob- 
served that k satisfies I 5 k 5 ~1; Case 1 considered above may be encome. 
passed by the same relations with k = 0.) 
In the case illustrated in Fig. 7 we similarly hate 
=b+T+d, 
=6+e, 
==b. 
Fig. 8. 
or else because there are hex;\ jons in D that touch both N, 
y we need cmsider only t qe latter possibility. E:ad1 such 
ct~mn!;ies in D IWO hexagm-patches II, and D2 with 
nd this implie:; that Q &tk- contains one of the special 
l md one of the special edge!; of Hj (Case 3.13, or else Q con- 
-special edges of ‘“6, and two non-special edges of N, 
ase 3.1 each of the hexagmi-pa;;shes D, w nd D, u Q is a 
trie-trbarc, and therefoae vx have ~cm~pare Fig 
2nl =a- 2 =b--- Z+c, 
2 
=a+c =b+d, 
3 
=Q-~+&z,$A. 
: 
--A .“_ v-- /- 
b 
Fig. 9. 
ary must contain preciszly one special edge of H,, H2 or 
stops 2t a special e&e of W, or H3, no special edge of H, 
the boundary of Di. Th the disposition of the special edges is in amx- 
dance with Fig. 1 I or 12, and each Dj is a Petrie-triarc. In the situa- 
tion of Fig. 1 1 we have the rc:lations 
b 
Fig. 11. 
heKefore 4% = b = 2k > 0, c = d and nh = nq - t = n3 = n, so that - 
2ik > 0 and theref;ore & (G) =2?&+ I)+(n+1)(PIfZ) 
nt-k=3n*+tirz+2+k*~~x2+~~y+y2-1 forx=n-tl+k, 
- k, in agreement with the ;llwtiion of Theorem 5. ( 
the ma.p in Fig. ,?l[b) correspr+,ds to the degerera!e case k = n 
Case 3. i correspnds to 01: other degenerate yossi 
PT + ‘I .) The eventuality that the spxial edges at the ends 
rie-arcs P2 and/or P3 are dlternativt~ly located may easily be seen to 
Q the case c = Ire;idy considered, or to be altogether 
impossible. 
The siturition repi’eacnted schematically in :ig. 12 is not possible, 
Thus the numbe of hexagons of G is in all cases of the form x2 + xv . 
+ y* - 1, as claimed. 
III order to estabiisn the other direc ion of Theorem 5, let s and J 
be given non-negative i tegers with x > y 2 0 C X. If x and y have the 
same parity, the desired number of hexagons can be obtained by taking 
thtee patches und in Case 3, with n = $ (A + y) - 1, and joinin 
together in a 11, with k = i(x -- y). If x and. 
i(s+y- l),k=+(x-y- 1) 3nd 
construct an appropriate map as in Case 2 (Fig. 6) if k > 0, or as in Case 
1 if k = 0. 
This completes t proof of Theorem 5. 
heorems 6,? and 8 
If all the vertices Of a map G have even valence, we call gmdmic each 
circuit obtained by starting with an edge and continuing at each vtr:rtex 
by the edg: opposite the entering one, till the starting edge is used again. 
Starting with the proof of Theorem 6, let G be a map that is a 4-reali- 
zation of a sequence (pz = 4, ps, pi = 0 for j # 2,4). Since e:jch coLi\ntry 
of G has an even number of vertices, the graph C is bipartite and t ;J,US 
every simple circuit in G has an even number of vertices. It follow!; that 
in G every geodesic is simple. Indeed. if not, we could consir1er anlinimal 
loop L formed by an al * of a non-simple geodesic (compare 
Since each edge crossinfh into L belongs to a unique ge 
cross out of L, it would follow that the simple circuit 
ber of vertices. 
eodesic C of G by a 
es along a “‘stack” 
loses only on reaching another digon. St rrounding this stack of 2 digons 
quadrzlagles may be one or severril “belts”, each consisting of 
~uadrang~es~ folh3wing FPI sue ap “civics” by another 
composed of 2 digons and k q herefore p,(G) = Zk 
+ 2) = 2(k + m + km), arid i ws that p,(G) is even. On the 
and, since each even number p4 T _m be expressed in the form 
(~8 +kin) for suitable non-neg -tive in egtrs k and ~71, we may 
ye construction form a ma c.G) = p4. This com- 
eorem 6. 
of’ of Theorem 7 w observt: hat p3(G) is obvious- 
that &realizes a slequenclz ( :‘pz = 6, p3, pj = 0 for 
e Is;hcw maps G &at tke?iize such sequeilces with 
In the last 3 of 9ose a geodesic of length 3 is in- 
ges: cutting G opt 7 at such a geodesic and inserting 
of S triangles of t$le type shtiwn i9 Fig. 16, we (3an 
Fig. 16. 
obtain 6-realizaGons of all sequences ( yz = 6, Ps* P; = 0 forj # 2,3) V’liLh 
even i13. This completes the prcaof of 
now tu,tn to the proof of Thecrc PI 8. in order to shoxv that p&G) 
ust have a value as inhicated in the ? ~xm, wf: consider the tranifor- 
ation G + G*, where G* is the 3-va1~11t graph obtained f’rom G by 
off” ail vertices of G by nonminterfering cuts (compare the illu- 
e in Fig. 17). The Q-VC nt graph G with pr(C) = 3, 
p&C) = 0 for .:’ # I? 3, y ields the Sv&nt G* with p#.? ) 
9(3p2 f 1 ), and p&C* ) = TV for j # 2,6. By Theorem 5, we 
= u2 f uu + u2 - I for bk erl and v, u 2 v >_ 0, and there- 
uv+v2)- LBut3 ides ~2 + uu + v2 ib’and only if 3 
uv + 49 = (u f 2vp: is, if and only if u + 2v = 0 (mod 3jr, 
u (mod 3>* Assuming therefore that u = v (mod 3), and putting 
x = $(U - u), y =f(u+Zv)(sothatu=C?x+y,andv=-x+y),wesee 
k:l 
Fig. 20. 
tha% x and y are integers, and n = p3(G) = ${ul + uu + ~2) - 1 
= .&x2 f xv + y2) -- I, as claimed in Theorem 8. 
In orde; to show the 6-realizability of alf the sequences pecified in 
Thpnrpm R WP c+nncidt-v the n-nntrhpc nnf thp irifinitrp man M imrlirnid a‘.V?J.Y... w ..Y “VI.“.YY. es.\* . . g.-W,V.&a#” wr. .C.Y sa~sl*.arV r..uy 1.1 I,bIUI”Y.YY 
in Fig. 18, that is, submaps consisting of one monoyon and “belts” of 
ttiangles around it. (Xn Fig. I9 we shfgw n-patches for n =: 1, I!, XNhile 
the part of M shown in Fig. 18 is a 4patchJ On the boundariy of each 
~,m~trk thura aria ‘P “syecia! ‘I’ wartir*~c tuith ‘2 clr,~;l~hla vQienoc)c cfin9tk Cc-yuccIL &11LlQ UP& & V Ll bl%.+,L.J W lb11 d Ur UllUVIb v ULQlltib.J, JQyUA 
ated on one side by n and on the other by n - I vertices with 2 svail- 
able valences each. In the illustrations, the 2 special vertices sre indi- 
cated by a single ec,=t pointing “inside” the patch and carrying a black 
A cliamond. p6cIT l clne thn el\enanm a+ i+n ranta* aenh n=matoh n/\atainc UG-31UCJ Ill& llrurru~v~l &a& lE.3 ~~IILCI) cfab*ll rc yaL\ru ~UJIILQIIL~ 
k(n + 1) triangles. . . 
Let x and Y be given non-nenative integers with 0 < x 2 y. 
construct Ia ti-valent map G witi. 3 moncqons and 2(x2 + XJ’ -t- y2) - 1 
depends on the pari 
8. Gtinbaun~, J. Ztzks, The exisfence of certain planar maps 
k+2 
Fig. 22. 
indicated in Fig. 20. The “inside” and the “outside” of the ring are filled 
by “triangle-patches” of the type indicated in Fig 2 II. If a triangle-patch 
has k edges on a side it contains a total of kz triangles. Therefore the 
number of triangles in the map G is p31G) = 3 . LIZ@ + 1) + ka + (k + I)* 
= 2(x2 + XV + y*) - 1 9 as neecled. 
if .X = y(mod 3), let n = !(.x + v) - 1 and k =: i(x - u). We again form 
a ring using three n-patches of M, but jt.Gned to each other by three 
“strips” of 2(n - k) triangles each, as I! tdicated in Fig. 22. The “inside” 
and the “outside” of the ring are filfed by triangle-patches. Therefore 
the number of triangles in I’ ;iq(G) = 3 l Zn[n + 1) -F (k + 1)2 + (k + 2)2 
+ 3 l 2(n - k j = 2(.x2 + xy + ~2) - 1, as required. 
This completes the proofof The&em 8. 
(lj The resuft of the analysis conducted in the proof of Theorem 5 
mulated as follows: One starts with three equal patches of 
hen spaced by three sing1 
ing” of hexagons. 
The same analysis also shows that each 3”reahzation of a sequence 
(P 1 = 3, &,e & = 0 for i * 2.6) is characterized by a pair (x, y), ;‘r > _-J, 
of non-negative i;rtegers with [J6 = x2 + x.V -t- t’* -_ 1; different pairs Ix, y j 
correspond to non-isomorphic maps if orientation reversrils are permitted. 
ff orientation-reversing isoxnorphisms are not ailowed, then each pair 
(x, J) corresponds to two mirror-symmetric maps, except that the maps 
corresponding to x = ~9 as well as those withy = 0 are unique since whey 
have a plane of symmetry. 
Although neither published any proofs, both Brunel in 1897 and 
Malkevitch in 19W certainly had constructions yrelding ail the maps 
possible by Theorem 5. (The relation between Brunei‘s expression jg6 
=_$ +xq’+.t” -- 1 and the formula p6 = ~12 f n + ~12 + m -- nnz given by 
hIalkevitch [ 13, 14) is x = nt + 1, y = a - m. b Brunei [ 21 also formulated 
a result equivalent o our Theorem 7, and observed that the sequences 
considered in our Theorem 6 are 4-realizable for all even p4; he die not 
publish any of the proofs. The statement by Lampe [ 12) that Brunei 
[ 11 established our T:\eorem 5 is erroneous. Brunet f 11 observed the 
symmetry properties cf the maps, as discussed above. 
(ii) in the p;‘oof of ‘rheorem 6 we determined the structure of -Greaii- 
zations of sequences (I 2 = 4, pq f 21, pi = 0 for j-it 2,4). Et follows from 
this characterization tPat each such map may be defined by an ordered 
tripfe (k, W’I, f) of non-xgative integer’, where X: denotes the length of 
each of the two “stacks” of quadrangles between two complementary 
pairs of digons, JFI is the number of “belts” between the two “stacks” so 
that n = k: + m .+ knz, and t measures the “twist” of the two stack:: lvith 
respect o each other; thus 0 Y!? t 5 k if only orientation-preserving I&O- 
morphisms are considered, and 0 tl t 5 [i (k + I )] if orientation-reversing 
isomorphisms are allowed. hiie it is easy to check that each such sequence 
with n > 0 has at least two non-isomorphic 4-realizations, the number of 
different 4-realizations as a function OJPI has not been determined. A re- 
lated question is the determination of the cases in which istinct triples 
(k, m, t) and (k’, nz’, t’) correspond to the same map. 
or each pq > 6 there exist 3-conpat?h:ted maps 4-realizing the seqpence 
(P 2 = 4, J?,, j9j = 0 for ut it is not known how many non-iso- 
morphic 3-connected is such a sequence has. 
It is easy to see that every graph 4-reahzin 
oman circuit; so 
er 
Hamiltonian circuit, and the question is also open for S-realizations of 
cpj = 4, p6* pj = 8 for j + 3,6), (94 = 6, ~6, pj z 0 for i + 4,h) and 
(I , “5 = 12, P(,. Pj - 0 for i :# !5,6), and for $-realizations of ( p3 = 8, p4, 
*pi = 0 fori :f 3.4). It may be conjectured that Hamiltonian circuits 
exist in all those cases. 
More interesting is the Case of 3-realiz tions of sequences (p2 = 3, yb, 
pi: = 0 for j .Jr 2,6). I%y using the criterics of c:rinberg I 61 bee also 1% 
Theorem I.2 I ] ), it follaws that no Ha~ni’Aoniarl circuit is possible in case 
p($ =x2 + XJC +yz .- 1 is odd, that is, if x s y ~2 0 (mod 2). It may be 
conjectured that Hamiftonian circuits cx ist in all other cases. 
n some 4-realizations of sequences CL tyy e (.pz = 4, p4* yi = 0 for 
2,4) it is gossihle to find two edge-41 ;,joit!t Hamiltonian circuits, 
ile others do not admit two such ciri Jits. It would be of interest to 
characteriz;: the two cl;A.;ses. 
Some more general problems of similar nature are: 
Do Hamiltonian circuits exist in all S . coonnectcd 4-valen t planar maps 
with just two kinds of faces’? 
Do Hamiltonian circuits exist in ;il’i ~~+5ilent maps with just two types 
faces, except those i;n which such :ircuits are forbidden by the Grin- 
rg cri terl;on? 
Do all 4+onnectcd, $_valcnt planat ptaphs admit a pair of edge-disjoint 
Hamiftonian circuits? Do all S-tonne * .kd planar graphs admit $uch a 
pair? 
(iii) The problems of classification and enumeration of maps Creal- 
sequences (p2 = 6, p3& pi = 0 fG1 j -# 2,3) seem to be very hard. 
There exist 3-conneicted &realizations of each sequence ( yz = 6, p3, 
pj = 0 for j ?f: 2,3) with p3 >,1 4. For sOme values of p3 there exist Q-reali- 
zations that a,re 4+onnected, or even Sconnected, and the latter is prob- 
ably Cue for all sufficiently large p3_ 
y a proof patterned after thle one given for Theorem 5, it is not 
hard to show that every &realization of 3 sequence of type (JQ = 3, ps, 
r i # t,3) is one of those described at tJle end of Section 4. Thus, 
ation-reversing isomorphisms are permitted, there is a one-to-one 
~~~espondence between the various isomorphism types of ma 
sequences and the pairs (x, y) of intt::gers satisfying x y 
versing isom hisms are not allowed, then two 
v) withy + 0, 
B. Griinbutrtn. J. ;?aks, The existence of certain plumr rnups 113 
fv) Although the evidence is still scant, it seems that ex tellsions of 
Fisher’s result (Theorem 4 above) should be looked for in the following 
fcmns: 
(14) The set of values ofp6 for which a given sequence (yk) satisfying 
(I$ is 3-realizable cordtains all sufficiently large numbers expressible in 
the form p6 = ~~~~~~ xi for suitable integer coefficients ai and non-nega- 
tive integral s. If, moreover, pl = 0, then the set of possible values of ps 
contains all sufficiently large numbers expressible as values of a suitable 
quadratic form ~6 = Xc <: j i< 2 
non-negative integers x, I).’ 
ez xQ’f, with integer coefficients aii and ii 
(IS) The set of values of pj for which any given sequence (pk) satis- 
fying (E,) is 4-realizable contains all sufficiently large integers expres- 
sible in the form p4 = 2 O< i 1< z aii xi_@ with integer coefficients aii and 
non-negative integers x, yy horeover, if pr = 0, then the set of possible 
values of pg contains all sufficiently large integers of a certain parity. As 
shown by Jucovi(s [ 111, ifp, = p2 = 0, then all sufficiently large integers 
are suitable values of pd. 
As an example for the first rzrt of (I3), we mention the following 
analogue of Tht:rems 5 and 8 (the proof parallels the pattern of proof 
of Theorems $5 and 8): The sequence (pl = 2, p2 = 1, p+ pj = 0 for 
j # I 9 2, 4) is 4-reatizable if and only if pq =: l 2 + yz - I for some in- 
tegers > y ? 0. Moreover, the pairs (x, ~9 are in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with the isomorphism types of the maps if orientation-reversing 
isomorphisms are allowed. If only orientation-preserving isomot-phisms 
are considered, then eat h LX, p) corresponds to two types of maps, ex- 
cept that fx, xj and (x, 0) each corresporid to a single isomorphism class. 
(C) The set of values of p3 for which ZUI’~ +xI~ sequence (pk j satis- 
fying ( E6) is di-realizable contains all sufficien :ly large numbers expres- 
sible in the for ‘r? p3 r X0 li,i_ 2 < a xi ,~i with integer caefficic;nts Qii and ii 
non-negative integers x, y. 
alkev,tclt [ 131 has considered the 3-realizability of sequences 
@2, p3. p4, ps, psP pk = 0 fbI’ k # 2, 3, ,5,6) that satisfy (E,). There 
are 34 distinct quadruples ( p2, p3, p4 9; ) that satisfy 4p2 + 31P3 + 2pd 
+ ps = 3 2, and in each but two cases alkevitch has show 
quance is 30reaIizab1~ **or a1 sufficiently la e p6 (!i[ is enough ‘to assume 
&j -- > 16). The two ex(;:eptiona 
tence of 3=realizatio~,s 
&NWXX, those are not the only pcmibk vaiues ince, by “cutting cIff’ 
all the vertices, or all the eciges, of arsy 3-reaP%kon with p6 hexagons, 
me can obtain a 3-realizable seque NX with 3p, + 4 or with 4p6 + b 
hexagons. 
suld be of intzrest to give a ccbmplh=tc &racterization of v&es 
possible in this case, and also to ex._ +-IA Malkevitch’s investigations 
onsidering sequences with p1 > 
in proof (July 15, 197 
ttle is known concerning th; inability of sequences 
& For k = 5 a beautiful rd AIR (of J.C. Fisher (“‘S-vdent 
lyhedra with prescribed faces’ , J. Cor?lbin. Y’heory, to appear) 
t each sequence (~3, p,+ . ., n Pn) thal satisfies (ES) and 
2 6 is Srealizable by a 3-connected graph. 1,; would be interestiltg to 
find analclgues of Fisher’s result for sequ.c;l:c:“ec in which p2 * 0, or those 
even p1 + 0. 
?? 10 it is ea,sily seen that equation (IE,) is nol suBIcic;nt for 
realizability, and th t it is not a que+itiion f some snlall ulalues of cer- 
‘s being excluded (as it is in Thcr~rem 2 I or in Fisher’s result just 
Indeed, let k = 10 and let (yl. JQ .., i n,) be <any seqauence in 
3’s atisfied, but the 
8. Giinbam, J. Zaks, ‘She existence of certain planar reaps 145 
admit a pair of edge-disjoint amiltolaian circuits. This question was 
answered in the neg tive by G.H.J. eredith (“Regular Pz-valent pz-con- 
-n-edge-colorable graphs”, J. Combin. Theory 
hamiltoniens da 
ear) showed that 
ar graphs that do not admit any 
pair of edgedisjoint 3miItonidtn circuits. Other proofs of 
result were given in a rthcomirig paper by El. GrGnbaum 
(“Pairs of edge-disjoint Namittonian circuits”‘, to appear). 
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